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ABSTRACT
When looking into recent research trends in the field of academic landscape, citation network analysis is
common and automated clustering of many academic papers has been achieved by making good use of
various techniques. However, specifying the features of each area identified by automated clustering or
dynamically extracted key papers in each research area has not yet been achieved. In this study, therefore,
we propose a method for dynamically specifying the key papers in each area identified by clustering. We
will investigate variance values of the publication year of the cited literature and calculate each cited
paper’s importance by applying the variance values to the PageRank algorithm.
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1. INTRODUCTION
We became able to analyze the academic landscape by the "Citation Maps" based on the
bibliometrics or clustering etc. The citation map is the network map that shows citation
relationship of the journal papers. And the nodes in the citation map are divided into groups by
clustering method. We became able to grasp than before the recent research trends by citation
map. But the reality is that experts manually analyze to identify the type of each cluster (group)
that divided by clustering. Therefore, dynamically interpretation of each cluster is the final
purpose of our study, and this study will achieve an automated extraction of key literature of each
cluster. Concrete, we propose a method for dynamically specifying the key papers in each area
identified by clustering. We will investigate variance values of the publication year of the cited
literature and calculate each cited paper’s importance by applying the variance values to the
PageRank algorithm. Furthermore, we will attempt to create a visualized graph with the time axis
based on the importance. This paper is composed of the following sections: Section 2 provides an
overview of prior research on element techniques for achieving academic landscape, such as
network analysis, clustering, and bibliometrics; Section 3 describes the purpose of this study and
the proposed method; Section 4 describes the results of the evaluation tests of our proposed
method; and Section 5 offers a conclusion.

2. RELATED STUDIES
2.1. Network Analysis
The academic landscape discussed in this study is a type of network analysis. It is the conception
to analyze visually the enormous journal papers by analyzing the citation network and clustering
of papers published in academic journals. By giving in each cluster common features, it is
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possible to simplify the overall structure of complex data. Then it will be able to divide into each
research areas as shown in Fig1.

Figure 1. Example of academic landscape

While the study of network analysis is an area with a long history, dating back to graph theory
proposed by L. Euler in the 18th century [1], this area is said to have achieved great advancement
only in the last ten years. Network analysis involves various techniques including calculation of
stele, contention analysis by structural equivalence [2], centrality [3-4], small-world property [56], degree distribution, and clustering [7-9]. Among these, the technique that is currently closely
related to academic landscape is clustering. Clustering is described in the following section.

2.2. Clustering
The characteristics of clustering are based on graph theory. By giving the data contained in each
cluster common features, it is possible to simplify the overall structure of complex data and
understand the data more thoroughly (Fig1). In the initial clustering algorithm, the commonly
used technique focuses on the “central” link and links are cut one by one starting from the central
one. On the other hand, Girvan and Newman focused on the links that mediate the clusters nearest
to other clusters using modularity as the evaluation function and proposed an algorithm to cut
links in descending order of their mediating power.

2.3. Bibliometrics
Bibliometrics is a technique developed by Garfield [10-12]. He proposed the Science Citation
Index in the 1950s as a tool for use by scientists to retrieve early science research. The Science
Citation Index was developed into bibliometrics. Bibliometrics makes academic papers and
patents the object of analysis and enables analysis on issues such as “what is a hot topic,” “which
paper is cited more frequently,” “what field is related to what filed,” and “who is an important
researcher” in a certain research area by analyzing the papers using quantitative analysis
techniques. Bibliometrics involves three analysis techniques as described below (Fig2). The first
analysis techniques is direct citation; in Fig2, Papers A and B are cited in Paper C, and Paper C is
cited in Papers D and E. In this case, direct citation deems that there are links between Papers
A/B and Paper C and further links between Paper C and Papers D/E. As a result, there are five
nodes and four links in the network. When direct citation is used, a certain paper is deemed to
have links with all papers that cite the pertinent paper. The second technique is co-citation, which
was proposed by Small [13]. In Fig2, both Paper A and Paper B are cited in Paper C. In this case,
co-citation deems that there is a link between Paper A and Paper B; thus, there are two nodes and
one link in the network. For pairs of papers in which co-citation was used, i.e., all papers
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contained in the list of cited literature of a certain paper, there is a link between the paired papers.
The third technique is bibliographic coupling—a technique proposed by Kessler [14]. In Fig2,
both Paper D and Paper E cite Paper C. In this case, this technique deems that there is a link
between Paper D and Paper E; thus, there are two nodes and one link in the network. When
bibliographic coupling is used for pairs of papers that cite a certain paper, it is deemed that there
is a link between the paired papers.
PaperA

PaperB

Direct Citation
Co-Citation
Bibliographic

PaperC

PaperD

PaperE

Figure 2. Three analysis techniques in bibliometrics

2.4. The Issues of Academic Landscape
Through a combination of the various techniques described in the previous section, it is possible
to analyze the academic paper citation network by construct of the citation networks, acquisition
of the largest connected component, clustering, and visualization dynamically, as shown in Fig3.
However, automation is not yet implemented for specification of the areas identified by clustering
or extraction of key papers and key researchers and this portion is currently manually analyzed by
experts.

Figure 3. The Construction Process of the Academic Landscape
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3. METHODS
To solve the problem described in the previous section, this chapter considers a method for
automated extraction of key papers in each cluster. Even if the same number of papers is cited,
cases such as “a large number of papers are cited within a short time” and “a small number of
papers are cited over a long time” can be considered, so it is difficult to calculate the exact
importance of each paper using only conventional citation analysis. In this study, therefore, we
consider the cases mentioned above as directed graphs that denote papers as nodes and citations
and as edges, and after assigning the publication year to each node, we attempt to calculate the
importance of each paper by investigating variance values in the publication years of the original
nodes of the edges that enter a certain node. The variance values will be calculated by follows
formula (3).

Figure 4. Example1 of transition of citation

Figure 5. Example2 of transition of citation

We then attempt to create a visualized graph based on the importance. The overall flow is
described below and the details of each step are described in the following sections
.
1. Extract the object papers from the publication database (DB) using a keyword (query).
2. Analyze the variance values of the publication years of cited literature to give weight to
each paper.
3. Apply the weight in step 2 above to the PageRank algorithm and calculate the importance
of each cited paper.
4. Prepare a visualized graph based on importance.
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3.1. Publication Databases and Search Query
In this study, Web of Science was used as the publication database. Papers were then extracted by
setting "Geosciences" as the query and “1960 to 2012” as the publication years, according to the
evaluation test to be described later. As a result, About 30,000 papers were extracted.

3.2. Publication Year Analysis of the Variance Values and Weight of Each Cited
Paper
Weight was given to each paper according to the steps below.
1) Extract the maximum value of the histogram
Extract the year with the largest number of citations using the following function and store it as
MaxYear (MY).
MY :=max{y(x) | y(x):=number of citations in year y}

(1)

2) Specify the citation period
Investigate years one at a time in descending order and define the year when the number of
citations exceeding 10% of MY appeared for the first time as the starting year of the citations and
store it as StartYear (SY). Then, store the first year when the number of citations was less than
10% of MY for the first time as LastYear (LY). Finally, obtain the period (P) from the start year to
the last year using the following equation (2):
P := (LY + 1) — SY

(2)

As shown in Fig6, We will be conceivable that another trend (second trend, 2007-2010) to cite
this paper was come after the first trend (1999-2005) was finished. When two or more mountains
of histograms exist, repeat this operation and store the result of each operation to Period (P) 0, 1
to n.

Figure 6. Example of two mountains in histograms

3) Calculate the variance values (Standard Deviation) of the histogram
Investigate the variance values of period in which the pertinent paper was cited by investigating
the variance values (standard deviation) of the publication years of the cited papers. In this case,
we method for obtaining the standard deviation is expressed as follows (3). Concretely, we
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・・・

assume the P1, P2
Pn-1, Pn as a period sample. Then, we regard a is the arithmetic
average of these. Then we will calculate variance values (3) as an arithmetic mean of
.

(3)
When we assume that Vi is the paper, and Vj is the paper that cite of Vi, and Vk is the paper that
cite of Vj., relations between Vi and Vj and Vk and Si {(3) above} are shown in follows.

Vi <--Si^2-- Vj --Sk^2--> Vk

(4)

"<----" and "---->" is show the direction of the edge. And formula (4) shows the variance
values are attached as an attribute of the edge.
3.3. Dynamic Extraction of Key Paper from the Cluster Using Variance Values of
Cited Literature
Page Rank Algorithm [15] determines the most important page. The Google web search engine
uses this algorism. Page Rank calculates the hyperlink structures in the presence of mutual
referencing relations. Page Rank integrates the impact of both inlink and outlink into one set of
scores. The formula of PageRank is shown in follows.

(5)
Where d is a parameter that is set between 0 and 1. The Page Rank algorism equalizes to the total
points of inlink and outlinks of each page. This total points is becomes the point of that page. It is
conceivable that the page is more important in proportion to the height of the total points. We will
propose the new formula (PRS) by application of the above equation {above of (1)-(4)} to the
PageRank.

(6)
This formula incorporate into the strength of the connection between Vi and Vj as a weight Si and
Sk added to the corresponding edge that connects the two vertices. The past Page Rank algorithms
equalize to the total points of inlink and outlink of each paper. Namely, the sum of the scores of
the citations that inlink from each paper are equal to each other. Then, it is conceivable that the
page is more important in proportion to the height of sum of the scores. But formula (6) is
possible to identify the key papers in each area by applying the variance value (Si) to calculation
of the score of citations that incoming from each paper. Although scores have been assigned
equally in the conventional algorithm when there are multiple citations that incoming the
importance reflecting the state of variance values in the citation year are calculated in this study
with the consideration that more citations will incoming to papers with higher variance values.

3.4. HAL (Highangle on Academic Landscape)
HAL (Highangle on Academic Landscape) is visualized based on the importance {formula (6)} in
the previous section as shown in Fig7. For each node, the paper name is displayed and papers
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with higher importance assigned in the previous section are expressed by larger node sizes.
Incidentally, this tool is called HAL (Highangle on Academic Landscape).

Figure 7. Example of academic landscape based on weight of each cited paper

4. EVALUATION EXPERIMENT
4.1. Overview of Evaluation Experiment
This Evaluation experiment compares to this algorism (HAL) and Page Rank algorism. We show
at the Table1 about details of evaluation experiment. We used the “Web of Science” as a
publication database. Then we got the papers from publication database with query. Query is the
"Geosciences, Multidisciplinary". It is the research area of Web of Science. We did exclude the
papers that do not have a paper keywords from papers extracted. Then we were build the
clustering based on the Newman method (Section2.2). The result of the clustering is Fig.5. There
are 23 clusters as shown in Fig.5. In this evaluation experiment, we were used number of citations
the top five papers (Table2) in the 23 clusters as a target paper of evaluation experiment.

Mann, ME; Bradley, RS; Hughes, MK1999_WOS:000079207400034
Heiri, O; Lotter, AF; Lemcke, G2001_WOS:000167735500008
Thompson, DWJ; Wallace, JM1998_WOS:000073414900003
BERGER, A; LOUTRE, MF1991_WOS:A1991GK96600001
JOHNSON, JW; OELKERS,
EH; HELGESON,
HC1992_WOS:A1992JR49100006
Lisiecki,
LE; Raymo,
ME2005_WOS:000226581600001
SHACKLETON,
NJ; BERGER,
A; PELTIER,
WR1990_WOS:A1990FC13000002
DEMETS, C; GORDON, RG; ARGUS, DF; STEIN, S1994_WOS:A1994PK06300003

A; Jaworski, N;Pearce,
Lajtha,NJG;
K; Downing,
R;JA;
Caraco,
N; MP;
Jordan,
T; Berendse,
F;CR;
Freney,
J; Kudeyarov,
V; Murdoch, P; Zhu, ZL1996
Perkins, JA;
WT; Elmgren,
Westgate,
Gorton,
Jackson,
SE; Neal,
Chenery,
SP1997_WOS:A1997XU41600012
Arnold, JG; Srinivasan, R; Muttiah, RS; Williams, JR1998_WOS:000072524100007
COMPSTON, W; WILLIAMS,
IS; KIRSCHVINK,
JL; ZICHAO, Z; GUOGAN, MA1992_WOS:A1992HP83100004
TAKAHASHI,
E1986_WOS:A1986D621800033
TAKAHASHI, E1990_WOS:A1990DY77700044
POTTER, CS; RANDERSON, JT; FIELD, CB; MATSON, PA; VITOUSEK, PM; MOONEY, HA; KLOOSTER, SA1993_WOS:A1993MM23400006

Figure.5 Result of the clustering of target papers to evaluation experiment (Query is the
"Geosciences, Multidisciplinary")
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Table.1 Overview of Evaluation Experiment

Publication Databases
Query (Research area of
Web of Science)

Web of Science
"Geosciences, Multidisciplinary"

Clustering Method

Newman method (Section2.2)

Calculation

R2.15

Visualization

iGraph (for R2.15)

Table.2 Number of citations the top five papers (Query is the "Geosciences, Multidisciplinary")

Authors Name

Papers Name

Number of
citations

Publication
year

DEMETS, C, et.al

EFFECT OF RECENT REVISIONS
TO THE GEOMAGNETIC
REVERSAL TIME-SCALE ON
ESTIMATES OF CURRENT PLATE
MOTIONS

1707

1994

Thompson,DWJ, et.al

The Arctic Oscillation signature in the
wintertime geopotential height and
temperature fields

1486

1998

BERGER, A, et.al

INSOLATION VALUES FOR THE
CLIMATE OF THE LAST 10000000
YEARS

1197

1991

JOHNSON, JW, et.al

SUPCRT92 - A SOFTWARE
PACKAGE FOR CALCULATING
THE STANDARD MOLAL
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES
OF MINERALS, GASES, AQUEOUS
SPECIES, AND REACTIONS FROM
1-BAR TO 5000-BAR AND 0DEGREES-C TO 1000-DEGREES-C

1123

1992

Arnold, JG, et.al

Large area hydrologic modeling and
assessment - Part 1: Model development

929

1998

4.1. Result of Evaluation Experiment
We show the score of the result of a calculation of page rank algorithm and this study (HAL) at
the Fig.6. In addition Fig.6 shows the numbers of variance values and citations of 5 papers. In this
case of high variance value (Ex: "BERGER, A1991" is 29 and "JOHNSON, JW1992" is 31), the
HAL’s scores were larger than PageRank algorithm scores. Furthermore, although "JOHNSON,
JW1992" and "Arnold, JG1998" are almost the same number of citations, the HAL’s scores were
different by variance values. The reason for this is the PageRank algorithm is to calculate the
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score from only the number of citations. Therefore the PageRank algorithm was difficult to
calculate importance at following cases. Have the same number of citations, and if they are
quoted at one time a large amount or has been cited to a long time little by little. But HAL is able
to calculate importance these cases by considering the variance.

Figure.6 Compare of Page Rank algorithm and HAL (Query is the "Geosciences, Multidisciplinary")

Then, we have confirmed at another query (Geochemistry & Geophysics; Mineralogy) that this
results of the evaluation experiment is not depends on the query (research area) of "Geosciences,
Multidisciplinary". We selected the number of citations the top five papers (Table3) as target
papers of evaluation experiment same as the evaluation experiment of "Geochemistry &
Geophysics; Mineralogy". 15 clusters had been creation as shown in Fig.7. We were used
numbers of citations the top five papers in the 15 clusters as a target paper of evaluation
experiment. Then the result of evaluation experiment shown in Fig8. The case of high variance
value ("ROEDER, PL1970" and "PEARCE, JA1979"), the HAL’s scores were larger than
PageRank algorithm scores. Furthermore, although "PEARCE, JA1979" and "ELLIS, DJ1979"
are almost the same number of citations, the HAL’s scores were different by variance values. We
could confirm by this evaluation experiment that HAL was able to calculate importance these
cases by considering the variance without being affected by the only number of citations.
Table.3 Number of citations the top five papers (Query is the "Geochemistry&Geophysics;Mineralogy")

Authors Name

Papers Name

Number of
citations

Publication
year

KRETZ, R, et.al

SYMBOLS FOR ROCK-FORMING
MINERALS

2948

1983

ROEDER, PL, et.al

OLIVINE-LIQUID EQUILIBRIUM

1669

1970

PEARCE, JA, et.al

PETROGENETIC IMPLICATIONS
OF TI, ZR, Y, AND NB
VARIATIONS IN VOLCANICROCKS

1389

1979
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DODSON, MH, et.al

CLOSURE TEMPERATURE IN
COOLING GEOCHRONOLOGICAL
AND PETROLOGICAL SYSTEMS

1348

1973

ELLIS, DJ, et.al

EXPERIMENTAL-STUDY OF THE
EFFECT OF CA UPON GARNETCLINOPYROXENE FE-MG
EXCHANGE EQUILIBRIA

1310

1979

WHALEN,
JB; CURRIE,
KL; CHAPPELL,
BW1987_WOS:A1987H072700002
PECCERILLO,
A; TAYLOR,
SR1976_WOS:A1976CH40500006
Martin, H1999_WOS:000079454300005
PEARCE, JA; NORRY, MJ1979_WOS:A1979GW84700004
Hoskin, PWO; Schaltegger, U 2003_WOS:000189199900002
HOLLAND, T; BLUNDY, J1994_WOS:A1994NN38500006
HART, SR; DUNN, T1993_WOS:A1993KG31200001
ROEDER, PL; EMSLIE, RF1970_WOS:A1970I308700001
KRETZ, R1983_WOS:A1983QE79700027
TAKAHASHI, E; KUSHIRO, I1983_WOS:A1983RM74800001
DODSON, MH1973_WOS:A1973Q046200008
FERRY, JM; SPEAR, FS1978_WOS:A1978FA38200001
ELLIS, DJ; GREEN, DH1979_WOS:A1979HW01000002

WELLS,
PRA1977_WOS:A1977DN09400002
WOOD,
BJ; BANNO,
S1973_WOS:A1973R186100003

Figure.7 Result of the clustering of target papers to evaluation experiment (Query is the
"Geochemistry&Geophysics;Mineralogy")

Figure.8 Compare of Page Rank algorithm and HAL (Query is the "Geochemistry & Geophysics;
Mineralogy")
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5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we attempted to dynamically extract key papers in each area identified by clustering
during analysis of citation networks of academic papers. We analyzed the variance of the
publication years of the cited literature, and by applying the result to the PageRank algorithm,
calculated the strictness of each paper. The PageRank algorithm was difficult to calculate
importance at following cases. Have the same number of citations, and if they are quoted at one
time a large amount or has been cited to a long time little by little. But this study (HAL) was able
to calculate importance these cases by considering the variance. It was confirmed by this
evaluation experiment.
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